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Abstract 
With the Register Theory of Systemic Functional Grammar as framework, this 
thesis perceives “Equivalence” as the basic translation criterion, and explores the 
establishment of register equivalence. After a thorough study on Translation Quality 
Assessment (TQA) models of both House and Si, this thesis constructs a simplified 
TQA model, with the purpose of introducing new criteria for standardizations of 
translations in the Translational Writing Theory. Meanwhile it is expected to shed 
some light on the concrete practice of the revision dimension in the translational 
writing process, and of post-translation revision training in the translational writing 
pedagogical model. 
A total of five parameters are included in this model, among which the dominant 
three are the three register variables—field, tenor and mode. Two secondary 
parameters are, respectively, diction, in accordance with the emphasis on translators’ 
literary grace and writing ability of translational writing studies, and socio-cultural 
context, rooting in House’s definition of overt translation, whose source text (ST) is 
tied heavily to its source community and culture. Consideration should be first given 
to ST of its text types and textual functions before the operation of this model, which, 
includes three parts. Firstly, an analysis on ST and TT along with five parameters 
should be carried out; secondly, on basis of the analysis results of first step, a 
comparison between TT to ST is made to find out whether each parameter of TT is 
equivalent to that of ST; thirdly, an all-round quality statement on TT is assessed. 
Considering the subjectivity included in the assessment of “whether equivalent 
or not”, this model attempts to quantitate the assessing criterion by introducing a 
concept of “relative value”. Each of the five parameters in ST is given a certain value 
with a sum of one hundred. It is worth mention that the value weighed for each 
parameter may differ, in accordance with the type of texts. Each parameter is rated on 
a scale of Level One to Five, with Level One being the most equivalent and getting 
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highest score. A summation of the scores of five parameters is a final score of the TT. 
An attempt on contrast study on different TTs of a same ST is carried out, and a radar 
chart is created so as to have an intuitive view on the assessing result. 
In the end, through a C-E translation case study, the feasibility of this model is 
testified. The ST applied is a letter from Liao Chengzhi to Chiang Ching-Kuo, and its 
two versions of translation by the Xinhua News Agency and by Zhang Peiji. This 
tentative application shows the feasibility of this simplified TQA model. 
 
Key Words: Translation Quality Assessment Model; Translational Writing Theory; 
Register; Equivalence 
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摘 要 
本文以系统功能语法中的语域理论为理论框架，确定“对等”概念为翻译的
基本标准，探讨语域对等的建立。在深入研究豪斯及司显柱二人的翻译质量评估
模式的基础上，构建出一个简化的翻译质量评估模式。尝试为翻译写作学关于译
文规范的认定引入新标准，同时为翻译写作过程模式中的检视环节，及翻译写作
学教学模式中译后修改训练环节提供具体实践的参考。 
该模式一共设置了五个参数，其中主导参数为语域的三个变量，即“语场”、
“语旨”和“语式”。两个次要参数一是“措词”，以呼应翻译写作学研究中对
译者文采及写作能力的重视；二是“社会文化环境”，借鉴豪斯在显性翻译的定
义中提到的，源发语语言社区及语言文化对源发语文本的重要影响。在探寻、确
定源发语文本类型及功能的基础上，该模式的运行程序主要分为三个步骤：第一
步，分别分析源发语文本及目标语文本的五个参数的内容；第二步，比较分析结
果，得出目标语文本中各参数是否对等于源发语文本中相应参数的结论；最后，
对目标语文本做出一个整体的质量评估。 
鉴于“是否对等”的评估结果存在一定的主观性，该模式尝试量化评估标准，
引入“相对值”概念。在百分制基础上，对源发语文本的五个参数分别赋予一定
数值，数值权重依据文本类型及文本功能或有相差。每个变量的评分标准分为五
个等级，第一级为完全对等，分数最高，以此类推。目标语文本的五个参数得分
累计，即为目标语量化得分。同时，本文尝试运用该模式对同一源发语文本的两
个不同译本进行对比研究，绘制雷达海图，以期获得更直观的评估效果。 
最后，本文选择一篇中译英语篇进行实证研究，以验证该模式是否可行。源
发语语料为《廖承志致蒋经国先生信》，两个译本分别是当时的新华社英文电讯
稿，及张培基在参阅原译基础上的重译本。实证结果初步验证了该简化的翻译质
量评估模式的可行性。 
 
关键词：翻译质量评估模式 翻译写作学 语域 对等 
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Chapter I Introduction 
Over the last two decades, translation studies have developed mainly along two main 
trends: the linguistic orientation and the cultural orientation. Although the cultural 
turn launched by Bassnett and Lefvere attracts more attention and research for 
cultural approach, the linguistic approach firms its position in translation studies. 
Translation, as a “uni-directional” process “from a source language into a target 
language” (Catford, 1965:20), is basically an activity dealing with the relations 
between languages. According to Catford, since “translation has to do with language, 
the analysis and description of translation-processes must make considerable use of 
categories set up for the description of languages” (ibid: vii), thus states his point of 
categorizing translation studies into the studies of language, which is, linguistics.  
It is well accepted that the linguistic orientation in translation studies starts in 
1950s, when developments in both post-war economy and science and technology 
help broaden translation structure to both literary and non-literary fields. Different 
from classical translation theories, modern theories, emphasizing the “science” nature 
of translation studies, depend more on non-literary translation than on literary 
translation. The linguistic approach turns out to be an inevitable trend in translation 
studies. Especially after WWII, with the focus of linguistic studies changing from 
langue to parole, language ability gets increasing preference than language form. 
Applied linguistics, psychological linguistics, social linguistics and some other 
burgeoning disciplines provide external guidance and pave a new way for translation 
studies.  
It is no exaggeration to say that many contemporary Western translation theories 
are built on the achievements of modern linguistics, let’s say, the American translation 
theorist E.A. Nida bases his dynamic equivalence theory on Chomsky’s 
Transformational Generative Grammar; Gutt bases his philosophy of translation on 
the relevance theory of communication developed by Sperber and Wilson. Translation 
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 2 
studies, although covers philosophy, aesthetics, cultural tradition and many other 
non-linguistic problems that are related to both languages, will find it quite difficult to 
achieve a systematic and theoretical result if deviating from valid linguistic guidance. 
According to Bell, “it is difficult to see how translation theorists can move beyond the 
subjective and normative evaluation of texts without drawing heavily on linguistics.” 
(Bell, 1991: xv) 
Hatim and Mason state clearly that “translating as a communicative process 
which takes place within a social context” (Hatim & Mason, 2001:3). The creating 
process of translators happens not only under the pressure of their own social 
conditioning, but also under the different social frameworks that both the source text 
(ST) and the target text (TT) exist with. The concept of context, as its pivotal role in 
text linguistics, pragmatic semantics, rhetoric, socio-linguistics and systemic 
functional linguistics, is one of the essential elements in translation studies. Every 
utterance occurs in a particular context-of-situation, which means, in translation 
studies, context is extremely important for the correct comprehension of the ST and 
the comprehensive evaluation of the TT. Rather than context in collingual 
communication, the context analysis in translation, a cross-lingual and cross-cultural 
activity, is far more complex.  
Regrettably, however, up to the 1990s, in Chinese mainland, little attention had 
been paid to register analysis by translation scholars. Most of the controversies were 
centered on Yan Fu’s Triple Principle of Translation, i.e. “faithfulness”, 
“expressiveness” and “elegance”. And contextual point of view had no way to be 
introduced into Chinese translating classroom. Not until the first session of “Systemic 
Functional Grammar Academic Week” held by Sun Yat-sen University in 2001, and 
the following “Text and Translation” International Conference in 2002, did the 
systematic grammar theory begin to be practiced in translation studies. Scholars like 
Huang Guowen and Zhang Meifang developed a new functional linguistic approach 
to translation studies, applying the meta-function thoughts and the text analysis 
technique to evaluate functional equivalence of translating Chinese Tang Poetry into 
English. Other scholars like Hu Zhuanglin, Li Yunxing, Xiao Liming and so forth also 
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 3 
make unremitting efforts for constructing functional linguistic paradigm of translation 
studies. 
1.1 Research Background 
In his A Textbook of Translation, Peter Newmark proposes three reasons why 
translation criticism is “an essential component in a translation course” (Newmark, 
2001a:185). He finds out translation criticism’s positive role in improving translator’s 
competence, in expanding translator’s knowledge and text understanding, and in 
helping to sort out their ideas about translation. By criticizing someone else’s 
translation or comparing two or more translations of one same text, students might be 
able to figure out the best expressions of a word, a phrase or even a sentence, thus 
improving their translating skills in classroom. Meanwhile, by criticizing students’ 
translations, teachers may get hold of the preferences and weaknesses of his class, and 
assess the translations into different levels by the quality and mark them. Nevertheless, 
since a text might be differently translated, depending on the different method 
translators choose, how good a translation is, or how closely it is translated from the 
ST, how should translation criticism well-organized and conducted, that are problems 
that we should deal with in translation classroom.  
Generally speaking, translation criticism happens anywhere, therefore a 
translation may be evaluated by varieties of authorities, say, reviser or editor-in-chief 
who are the quality controllers of the translation, professional critic or a teacher 
marking a translation, and the readership of published work or consumers of 
translated books. To be clear in ahead, those viewers of translation who neither know 
the source language (SL) nor the original text, and their judging standards for 
smoothness, naturalness and readability of the translation, are not the situations 
included in this thesis. We focus here on the evaluation conducted by way of 
comparing the ST and the TT. 
Some translation theorists assess the translation by its standard of referential and 
pragmatic accuracy, and some measure the absolute values of accuracy and economy 
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as well as relative values of the translation. However, we cannot take these methods 
for granted without reconsidering them in various cultural contexts. Although various 
aspects of translation criticism have been proposed by translation theorists, certain 
somehow turn out to be rather random, subjective and impressionistic without 
systemic linguistic methods. Focusing on the translation product instead of translating 
process, the Translation Quality Assessment (TQA) models constructed by Western 
and Chinese academicians aim to evaluate translations in a way as objective as 
possible. While there are various approaches at home and abroad to TQA, none of 
them have ever built a systemic model for evaluating translation quality. 
Under this circumstances, Juliane House, conducted by the Register Theory of 
systematic functional linguistics, became the first one who launches a full TQA model. 
At this time translation studies welcome a “cultural turn”, TQA researchers of the 
linguistic approach attract more criticism because of neglecting cultural elements in 
their assessing processes. House’s model, in this case, is sharply criticized. By 
juxtaposing linguistic analysis and social value judgment, Si Xianzhu, a Chinese 
researcher who studies thoroughly House’s model, reconstructs a more complete TQA 
model attaching sufficient importance to the social factors. Both House’s model and 
Si’s model are considered as the most representative models ever since in the West 
and China respectively. Among the overall situation of English-Chinese translation 
study, an optimal model applicable to assess Chinese-English translation is still in 
great need. 
1.2 Motivations of This Study 
Register, helping to understand the meaning of a text by its three variables, highlights 
the situation where the ST is produced, thus should be given full play in translation 
studies. And for translation practice, whose main objective is to guarantee fidelity and 
effectiveness in interlingual communications, register serves as a critical tool both for 
the translating process and the assessing process. In this respect, the degree of register 
equivalence between TT and its ST should be considered as an effective criterion for 
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TQA. Register analysis should be particularly valuable to be delved into both 
translation strategies and TQA models for the purpose of outputting high quality TTs 
in general. 
In view of this scenario, this thesis argues for applying register analysis, 
especially that of the Hallidayan tradition, to textual analysis. By carrying out an 
empirical study this thesis has three motivations as follows: a) by detecting 
achievements and deficiencies in Western and Chinese TQA studies, pursuing an 
optimal TQA model suitable for the Chinese-English and English-Chinese translation 
teaching in Chinese mainland; b) proposing a simplified TQA model, text-based and 
systemic-functional-linguistic-oriented, as a new attempt to introduce register analysis 
as a major criterion for standardizations of translations in Translational Writing 
Theory; and c) expected to shed some light, meanwhile, on the concrete practice of 
the fourth process of Translational Writing teaching model—the step of 
post-translation revision or inspection, and to introduce a specific criterion for the 
assessment requirement in the pedagogical model of Translational Writing. 
1.3 Methodology and Feasibility for This Study 
Methods of theory application, quantitative evaluation, tabular analysis and case study 
will be employed in this thesis. The theory of register-based equivalence is used to 
analyze the parallel ST and TT. By introducing register theory of systematic 
functional linguistics, this thesis aims to relate language to situation, and interpret the 
relationship between language form and language function into grammatical structure 
and meaning. When register is used in analyzing different languages and cultural 
backgrounds, deviation might generate, that’s why the equivalence theory is 
employed to measure register deviation. 
A qualitative approach will be adopted, based on a simplified TQA model, to 
analyze TTs together with their STs, so as to give a direct numerical result of the 
quality of translation, with tables and charts as auxiliary tools. Meanwhile, a case 
study of an original Chinese passage together with two different English versions of 
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translations will be analyzed, so as to achieve a final judgment on finding the most 
proper or acceptable one.  
1.4 Structure of This Thesis 
A brief account on the organization of this thesis in succession is provided as follows:  
Chapter One serves as an introduction to the thesis which embodies the 
background, motivation, and methods of the research, as well as the structure of the 
thesis.  
Chapter Two mainly reviews Western and domestic studies of TQA models and 
its significance to the study of Translational Writing Theory. Before discussing 
translation quality and its assessment standard, it is quite necessary that we know 
exactly the nature of translation.  
In Chapter Three first the development of the Register Theory by various 
scholars such as Malinowski, Firth and Halliday is introduced; the whole theoretical 
framework of this thesis, in which the definition of Register Theory, the three 
variables and their relationship with three meta-functions of language is sketched out 
afterwards; in addition, the relation between register and translation, the 
register-based equivalences, and the value of context for translation is then brought 
into focus.  
Chapter Four leads us into the study of TQA models. Both House’s original and 
revised model is introduced with emphasis on the rationale and basic concepts 
proposed by him, as well as on the later revision of the analytical parameters. Si’s 
model is also reviewed in this chapter. Issues concerning the whole verbal behavioral 
framework, in which his model roots, the realizations of three metafunctions, factors 
affecting TQA results, as well as typology of text, will all be illustrated here. In 
addition, the basic parameters and specific operations of his model will be explained.  
Chapter Five is a brief introduction to the simplified TQA model applicable to 
the translational writing studies that the thesis aims to propose. Its basis theories, 
parameters and operations will all be exposed in this chapter.  
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